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How to become a food critic

By Catie Watson Updated March 04, 2019 Thanks to blogging and social media apps like Instagram, it has every opportunity to become an amateur restaurant critic. But the professional jobs of the food reviewer need more than a good appetite and a camera. You need a good writer who can analyze food and create a compelling story
about a restaurant meal. Typically, food critics visit a restaurant several times to sample different foods at different times of the day. Like other types of journalists, critics should pay attention to detail and develop a story based on their observations. Each taking note should be taken in a way that attracts attention because critics
traditionally keep their identities secret to receive impartial treatment, though that tradition is no longer observed in some publications. After finalizing his opinion, a critic will write a restaurant review that includes detailed descriptions of different dishes. Reviews may highlight a few dishes or may include a longer restaurant profile with
information about the chef or owners. Many newspapers have dedicated columns for surveying local eaters, and they may even carry a survey of highly rated national and international restaurants. These aren't the only places where food critics work. They also write for magazines and food and travel websites. Dining guides such as
Michelin and Fodor also take on restaurant critics. Some reviewers specialize in cooking a particular area, such as Chinese or Mexican, while others focus on special cooking techniques such as barbecues. Most restaurant reviewers do not accept free restaurant meals in order to maintain neutrality. Instead, a publication will reimburse a
reviewer for a certain number of meals or may offer a corporate credit card to pay for meals up front. In addition to getting free food, professional reviewers are paid for their reviews. The amount paid per review varies, with publishing sizes, from pennies per word for a blog to a dollar or more per word for larger publications. Most
restaurant reviewers have enough to write their food their only source of income. Aspiring reviewers should be prepared to supplement their restaurant review revenue with other types of writing such as feature articles, books and media appearances, according to senior food critic Jay Rayner, who writes restaurant reviews for the
Observer. Rayner himself has written several books and appeared as a judge in the British version of Masterchev. There is no special college degree for restaurant reviewers, but many come to do so with at least a bachelor's degree in English, journalism or communication. For credit, most publications expect _food journalis_t knowledge
about food and the restaurant industry, which is usually achieved by working in a restaurant or grocery store. Completing the culinary arts Plus another is when it comes to becoming a food critic. Most reviewers have proven that they know how to constantly produce articles that attract the reader's attention and keep them reading. Some
restaurant reviewers miss this experience by blogging about restaurants or writing freelance articles about food. Others gain experience writing on a variety of topics. Late _Jonathan Gold, the first food critic to win a Priz_e Pulitzer, began his journalism career as a music critic for an alternative newspaper, before writing restaurant reviews
for the Los Angeles Times. Most food reviewers say the most important skill for this is the ability to write compelling copies, even beyond having an appreciation of good food. Being able to describe something intangible such as the taste of a particular dish requires imagination, technical writing skills and exceptional vocabulary. Because
most food critics' jobs don't provide full-time earnings, and many critics supplement their earnings with other writing assignments, gaining experience in a variety of journalism is probably the best way to prepare for a career restaurant food critic. About author Kathy Watson spent three decades in the corporate world before becoming a
freelance writer. He holds an English degree from UC Berkeley and specializes in topics related to personal finance, business and business. Commercial.
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